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D
ynamic wetting is ubiquitous in
natural and man-made systems. It
plays important roles in large-scale

systems, such as deposition,1 coating,2 and
oil recovery,3 and in small-scale systems
such as electronics cooling,4�6 micro- and
nanofluidics,7,8 self-assembly,9,10 friction,11

and various biological processes.12�14 Being
the junction of the triple-phase interfaces,
the contact line is also a classic system for
the study of long-range intermolecular
forces, which are of central importance in
nanotechnology.15�18 Despite numerous ef-
forts in recent decades, the precise wetting
mechanisms remain vague, especially for
partiallywetting,which lacks precursorfilms.19

Various hypotheses and theories have been
proposed with the debate lasting for years
regarding the contact line movement me-
chanism (molecule jumping, interface rolling,
etc.), the regulation of the hydrodynamic
singularity (slip, disjoining pressure, diffusion,
etc.), and the correct model for predicting the
profile and contact angles.20�23

An important reason for this situation is
that the wetting process operates on a scale

that extends from the macroscopic to the
molecular, while our observations usually
involve only macroscopic quantities mea-
sured at resolutions no better than several
micrometers.19 Model validation is then so-
lely based on the fitting of the macroscopic
contact angle, θD, and the moving speed, U.
Figure 1 depicts the various nanoscopic
profiles proposed in different studies. The
nanoscopic local angles could be smaller
than, equal to, or greater than the macro-
scopic counterpart, θD. Moreover, themicro-
scopic contact angle, θm, defined usually at
a scale of nanometers from the contact line,
is assumed either U independent19,24,25 or
dependent20,22,26 in different models, form-
ing quite different bases for the mechanism
as well as the model predictions.
Even for static liquids, the interface profile

for film thicknesses less than 100 nm is
difficult to measure since traditional optical
methods are not applicable.2,19,28 Electron
microscopies that have been widely used
for wettability studies at high spatial resolu-
tion include environmental scanning elec-
tron microscopy (ESEM),29,30 wet scanning
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ABSTRACT The morphological information on the very front of a

spreading liquid is fundamental to our understanding of dynamic wetting.

Debate has lasted for years concerning the nanoscopic local angles and the

transition from them to the macroscopic counterpart, θD. This study of

nonvolatile liquids analyzes the interface profile near the advancing

contact line using an advanced atomic force microscopy. The interface is

found following the macroscopic profile until bending in a convex profile

around 20 nm from the substrate. This shoe-tip-like feature is common in

partially wetting while absent for completely wetting, and its curvature

varies with advancing speed. The observation ends the long-standing debate about the nanoscopic contact angles and their speed dependency. The convex

nanobending provides a mesoscopic link and effectively complicates the dynamic wetting behaviors.
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transmission electron microscopy (wet-STEM),31�33

and transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM).34,35 Water
condensation has been extensively studied through
these methods.29�33 The profile of a moving nanodro-
plet was also obtained,32 but the driving force was an
electron beam, which could deform the droplet into a
toroidal shape.33 On the other hand, tapping-mode
atomic force microscopy (TM-AFM, also called intermit-
tent contact mode AFM)36 has been developed to
be applicable to soft surfaces such as cells and liquids.
The tip touches the sample gently at the end of each
oscillation circle. The mechanical issues during the
measurement have been answered by analyzing the
interactions between the tip and the liquid surface.37,38

Using TM-AFM on static liquids, a few pioneering
studies have obtained the nanoscopic profiles near
the contact line. For example, Herminghaus et al.37,39

have resolved the filmprofiles of different liquidswithin
20 nm of a substrate. Ma et al.40 measured contact
angles of nanosized droplets. Yu et al.41 measured the
static contact angles about 100 nm from the substrate
and proved that they are highly consistent with the
optical results.
This work studies the partially wetting of nonvolatile

liquids on flat solid substrates. The experimental
system is based on a state-of-the-art TM-AFM (MFP-
3D-BIO, Asylum Research), which has low-noise per-
formance for high-resolution imaging of the most
delicate samples such as proteins or liquid surfaces.
It has shown excellent accuracy and stability in a
previous study on static droplets41 compared with
optical methods. Improvements have been made by
moving the test section into a chamber, where the
atmosphere (pure nitrogen), temperature (25 �C), and
electrostatic level are well controlled, and by employ-
ing a probe with a sharp tip with a radius of less than

10 nm (AC-240, Olympus). The unsolved region at the
very corner of the contact line due to the finite tip size is
at maximum 3.6, mostly 2 nm, from the substrate. The
scan size is 1000nm in x, and therein are 512data points.
See Supporting Information for a detailed description of
the imaging method and the error analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We obtain the interface profile within 100 nm of
the substrate as shown in Figure 2. The interface is the
very front of a millimeter-sized glycerol droplet in its
final stage of spreading. U is 5 nm/s leftward, and the
spreading lasts forminutes around this rate. The profile
is seen to extend as a straight line from the bulk liquid
downward, which follows the macroscopic profile,
until it bends backward in a convex shape about
20 nm from the substrate. The detailed shape is shown
in the inset. The convex bending ismore obvious as the
profile approaches the substrate. The tendency does
not change even down to a thickness of 2 nm, which is
about the limit of the measurement.
The convex bending within 20 nm of the substrate

is found to be common in nonvolatile partially wetting
systems. The tested liquids include glycerol, polyethy-
lene glycol (with a molecular weight of 400, PEG 400),
silicone oil (viscosity 0.001 m2/s), and phosphoric acid
(85% weight). The solid substrates include mica, con-
taminated mica (by exposure in air for 24 h), poly-
styrene (PS), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and silicon.
Convex bending has been seen in all of the partially
wetting cases (glycerol on PS and PDMS is not mea-
sured because the contact angle is so big that the
droplet height exceeds the probe capability). Three
examples are shown in Figure 3a�c. The bending
profiles are all within about 20 nm of the substrate
and are evenmore obvious within about 10 nm. Similar
results are obtained for inorganic fluids such as phos-
phoric acid (85% weight) on silicon.

Figure 2. Measured nanoscopic profile near the advancing
contact line of a glycerol droplet on mica. The advancing
speed is 5 nm/s leftward. The inset shows the details near
the contact line. The dashed lines are straight to illustrate
the bending.

Figure 1. Nanoscopic interface profiles proposed in differ-
ent studies: (a) traditional hydrodynamic theory,19,24,25

adapted from Bonn,2 where θm is assumed to be a
U-independent constant and the profile is concave; (b)
molecular kinetic theory (MKT),20 adapted from Blake,19

where θm is assumed to be equal to θD and U dependent;
(c) estimate based on interface rolling motion,22,26 adapted
from Shikhmurzaev;22 (d) augmented hydrodynamic theory
with van der Waals forces being taken into account,
adapted from Gennes et al.,27 where a convex bending
emerges. σ is about molecular size.
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In contrast, convex bending is not seen in any
completely wetting cases. Figure 3d,e show silicon oil
completely wetting on mica or PS. There is no convex
bending but a rather flat profile with a slightly concave
shape, which is consistent with theories for completely
wetting.2 Convex bending occurs, however, when
the substrate is switched to PDMS, which has a very
low surface energy, making the silicon oil partially wet,
as seen in Figure 3f.
The speed dependency of the nanoscopic profiles has

also been investigated. The convex bending is depen-
dent on the contact linemotion. Figure 4a compares the
profiles at U = 30 and 3 nm/s for glycerol on mica. The
local θ as well as the bending curvature increases withU.
Figure 4b summarizes the variation of local θ for three
different thicknesses (4, 10, and 100 nm) in a same test
case. It is seen that the three angles all increase as U

increases, but that for the 4nmthicknesshas thegreatest
increasing rate and that for the 100 nm thickness has the
lowest increasing rate,whichmeans closer to the contact
line θ is more dependent on U. For the equilibrium
droplets with static contact lines (it usually takes more
than 1 day for the glycerol droplets to reach an equilib-
rium state), the film profiles are nearly straight down to
the substrate. The local contact angles along the profile
are about the same value, as shown in Figure 4b.
The observation answers long-standing puzzles

about the nanoscopic angles and their U dependency.
A well-known traditional hydrodynamic theory, the
Cox�Voinov law, focuses on the viscous losses in the
liquid wedge.19,24,25 The local angle along the profile is
determined by

θ3� θ3m ¼ 9Ca ln
L

Lm

� �
, Ca ¼ U

η

γ
(1)

where Lm according to the theory is the scale of the
microscopic region and θm is extracted at Lm. An
important assumption is that θm is U independent,
equal to the static angle, θs. As a consequence, θ has to
be less and less dependent on U when closer to the
contact line, exactly opposite the present observation.
In the literature the assumption has been debated for
years.24

The profile determined by eq 1 is concave, as de-
picted in Figure 1a,2,19 as the right side of eq 1 is always
positive. The linear profile beyond the convex bending,
on the other hand, is consistent with the theory,
because in our experiments U is so small that the right
side of eq 1 is about zero; thus θ = θm.
Another broadly used theory, the MKT, is based

on the molecular displacement at the moving contact
line as depicted in Figure 1b, in which θ is naturally
coupled to U:20

U ¼ 2K0λ sinh[γ(cos θs � cos θ)λ2=2kBT] (2)

which fits well with nanoscopic θ data for different

thicknesses as shown in Figure 4b, yet with different

fitting parameters, i.e., the microscopic molecular dis-

placement distance, λ, and the jump frequency, κ0.

In Shikhmurzaev's model, which is based on the con-

cept of interface rolling, local θ is also naturally coupled

to U.22,26 The fitting performance of the simplified

expression by Shikhmurzaev22,42 is as good as that of

the MKT.
The MKT simply assumes no bending, as depicted in

Figure 1b. Gennes et al. has proposed that the disjoin-
ing pressure induced by van der Waals forces could
bend the profile near the contact line.27 Their pre-
diction as depicted in Figure 1d is quite similar to the

Figure 3. Nanoscopic profiles near the advancing contact line of nonvolatile liquids (U ranges from 5 to 10 nm/s): (a�c)
partially wetting of glycerol or PEG 400 on silicon or PS; (d, e) completely wetting of silicon oil onmica and PSwithout convex
bending being observed; (f) partially wetting of silicon oil on PDMS with convex bending.
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present observation. However, the bending thickness
scale, σθ�1 as depicted in Figure 1d,39 is hardly beyond
2 nm, which is already about the limit of our measure-
ment. Even more problematic, this theory suggests
a constant bending that exists even at a static state,
which is not consistent with the observed dynamic
characteristics of the bending.
The convex bending provides an ever-missing link

between the molecular and the macroscopic in dy-
namic wetting theories. The liquid structure near an
advancing contact line could be sketched as in Figure 5
with four regions involved. Closest to the contact

line is the molecular region of layers of molecules.
The microscopic contact angle, θm, is established at
the end of this region according to the MKT. Then it
is the observed convex bending region, followed by a
viscous bending region.
Three important local angles are featured at the

junctions of the four regions, i.e., θm, θD, and θme,
which is at the end of the convex bending. We name
θme the mesoscopic contact angle since it is located
between the microscopic and the macroscopic one.
Away from the contact line, the local angle drops
from θm to θme and then increases to θD. The convex
bending is unique since it provides a mechanism that
allows the angle to drop along the profile.

CONCLUSIONS

This article describes the nanoscopic interface profile
near the contact line for nonvolatile liquids during
partially wetting. The key feature is a shoe-tip-like bend-
ing region within 20 nm of the substrate. The bending
profile varies systematically with the advancing speed.
The observation ends the long-standing debate about
the speed dependency of the nanoscopic contact
angles. The bending provides the missing link from
the molecular to the macroscopic. A four-region parti-
tion scheme is proposed to describe the liquid structure
at the advancing contact line of partially wetting liquids.

METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experimental system is based on a state-of-the-art

TM-AFM (MFP-3D-BIO, Asylum Research). The probe has a sharp
tip of radius less than 10 nm (AC-240, Olympus). The resonance
frequency of the probe is about 70 kHz, and the spring constant
is about 2 N/m. The scan speed of the tip is 200 nm/s.

Amplitudemodulation is employed during themeasurement.
The imaging technique consists in driving the cantilever just
off its fundamental resonant frequency at some user-defined
amplitude set point. The feedback loop maintains this set point
amplitude (voltage) as the tip scans across the surface, retracting
theZ piezowhen the amplitudegets dampened (over bumps) or

Figure 4. U dependency of the nanoscopic profiles: (a)
Comparison of profiles at two speeds for glycerol on mica.
The faster one has greater local angles and bending curva-
ture. (b) Comparison of U dependencies of the local contact
angles for different thicknesses (4, 10, and 100 nm), with the
fittings of the MKT20 and Shikhmurzaev's model.22,42

The local angle closest to the contact line has the greatest
increasing rate with U.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the liquid structure at the
advancing contact line of partially wetting liquids. Regions
1 to 4 are the molecular region, convex bending (which is
convex), viscous bending, and macroscopic region, respec-
tively. The microscopic contact angle, θm, varies with the
moving speed according to the MKT. The mesoscopic con-
tact angle, θme, is established at the end of the convex
bending.
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extending the Z piezo when/if it oscillates at a larger amplitude
than the amplitude set point (over holes). The free air amplitude
of the tip is 700mV. The set point and the integer gain are chosen
such that the tip works at the attractive region (phase lag >90�)
and thus has a gentle interaction with the sample surface.43

The energy dissipated by the tip�sample interaction is calcu-
lated to be less than 0.05 pW, thus is negligible.43 Analysis based
on the force�distance curve shows that the displacement of the
local liquid profile due to tip disturbance is less than 1 nm. The
highly linear and smooth liquid profiles obtained in the tests also
indicate that the sample is not distorted by the tip. On the other
hand, the experimental errors mainly come from tip�sample
convolution effects due to the finite size of the tip. The convolu-
tion results in an overall dilation of the profile and an unresolved
region near the contact line. The deconvolution analysis44 shows
that the dilation is negligible since the caused error on the local
anglemeasurement is nomore than 0.5�. The unsolved region at
the very corner of the contact line due to the finite tip size is
at most 3.6 nm from the substrate. See Supporting Information
for a detailed description of the imaging method and the error
analysis. During the measurement the probe alignment is ad-
justed to ensure that the scanning direction, x, is perpendicular
to the contact line. The probe scans forward to obtain the trace
data and then immediately reverses to obtain the retrace data.
The trace and retrace data are processed to obtain the real
profile. See Supporting Information for a detailed derivation.
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